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Jazz and the need for speed 
(fluctuations)
Classical music doesn’t swing. So sayeth pretty well anyone who 
knows anything about the way that rhythm works across musical 
genres, which is why tonight’s Prom blasts a different kind of 
rhythmic air through the season. 

But you know what? It’s somewhat lazy to say that the 
repertoires we call classical don’t occasionally get their groove 
on. In 17th- and 18th-century music, there are entire traditions 
of playing rhythms in a completely different way from how the 
strait-laced groups of semiquavers and quavers look on the page. 
Composers from Corelli to Bach would have expected a 
performer not to play these notes in a regular fashion but to 
perform with what’s called notes inégales, or ‘unequal notes’, so 
that, effectively, you alter groups of two notes to make the first 
one last 2/3 of a beat and the last one 1/3, turning a duple 
rhythm into a triplet – which is an incredibly tortuous way of 
saying: you’ve got to swing the rhythm, and this kind of inégalité 
is what gives the most infectious performances of Baroque and 
Classical repertoire their rhythmic life. 

And that concept of inexact, or ‘swung’, time carries on 
throughout the performance of the music we call classical in the 
19th and 20th centuries, and beyond. That’s because musicians 
are always playing with time, subtly inflecting the pulse and 
rhythm of what they’re playing to give expressive energy and 
intensity to their performances. Think of any operatic singer you 
love, and I can guarantee that when you play back your favourite 
aria in your head, there are pauses and stretchings, speedings-up 
and slowings-down of time that Maria or Luciano is doing with 
Puccini or Verdi, and it’s that use of temporal elasticity, to use an 
over-the-top term – or swing, to use a better one! – that 
creates spine-tingling moments. The same is true of instrumental 
soloists, as in the microscopic accelerandos and breath-taking 
moments of hesitation that make, say, Menahem Pressler’s 
performances of the slow movement of Mozart’s Piano Concerto 
No. 23 in A major, to take one very specific example, so moving. 

These moments really are ‘moving’, too: they are shifting against 
the fundamental pulse of a performance, not slavishly following a 
regular beat or trying to recreate the rigid constraint of a 
metronome. This idea of expressive ‘swing’ in classical music 
goes further than the way musicians phrase individual melodies 
or moments: over the course of a whole symphony or concerto, 
there’s a larger sense of speed and tempo that the performance 
creates. And this largest dimension of time, in the relationships 
between the speeds of whole sections or movements of a 
symphony, is something that is an a state of ever-changing flux. 
Which means that this expressive inexactitude, this concept of 
‘swing’ in orchestral and symphonic music, is a structural force as 
well as a stylistic gesture. If any orchestral performance truly 
gets into your soul, I’m certain it’s because it swings, both on the 
level of the way individual tunes are phrased and delivered, and 
on the cosmic level of this ever-changing temporal background. 
So let’s swing again, like we did last summer!

Radio 3’s Tom Service proposes onward sonic explorations inspired 
by the music of tonight’s Prom
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